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Minutes of the meeting of the Full Governing Body, held on  

Thursday 21
st
 January 2016 at 7.30pm 

The meeting started at 7.30pm and not the scheduled time of 7pm due to a preceding Governors’ Academy 

meeting with Oxford Diocesan School Trust over-running.  The latter meeting was attended by all Governors 

attending the FGB meeting. 

 

Present: 

  

Paul Baker (PB) [Foundation]  

Tony Esau (TE) [Foundation] 

Tim Fox (TF), Chair [Foundation]  

Amy Griffiths (AG) [Parent] 

Huw Morgan (HM) [Head Teacher] 

Mandy O’Sullivan (MO) [Parent] 

Helen Watson (HW) [Staff] 

In Attendance: Lynn Money (LM) [Clerk]; Sarah Pearson (SP) [Associate] 

Apologies: Emily Cohen (EC) [Foundation] 

Calum Miller (CMi), Vice-Chair [Foundation, Parent] 

Matthew Nicholson (MN) [Foundation, Parent] 

Helen Mountfield (HeM) [Associate] 

Amy Langman (AL) [ Associate] 

Confirmation of Quorum (5 Governors) - Quorum met. 

FOR RATIFICATION 

No. ITEM ACTION 

34/15 Prayer & Welcome – HM opened the meeting with a prayer and welcomed Governors to 

the meeting. 

 

35/15 Apologies for Absence – Apologies were received and accepted from Emily Cohen, 

Calum Miller, Matthew Nicholson, Helen Mountfield and Amy Langman. 

 

36/15 Declarations of Interests - No interests were declared.  

37/15 Any Urgent Business – None.  

38/15 Approval and signing of Minutes from the FGB meeting held on 19
th

 November 

2015: The minutes were signed and agreed as an accurate record of the meeting, with no 

revisions. 

 

39/15 Matters Arising from Minutes: 

- FGB Composition (item 21/15) – LM had contacted OCC to provide i) notification 

of Ken Pelton’s (KP’s) resignation; and ii) an up-to-date list of Governors. OCC had 

subsequently informed Tim Hallchuch that there is now a Local Authority Governor 

vacancy at Dr South’s, as is standard County Council practice. 

- Website information (item 23/15) – MN will be managing the website from March 
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and is in the process of taking it over.  HM has provided MN with a list of all 

information that needs to be provided on the website. 

- Wolvercote traffic management (item 23/15) – AG reported that as traffic lights on 

Islip bridge had now been provided, it was not necessary to approach Wolvercote 

about their traffic management scheme. 

- Finance limits (item 23/15) – FPP had revised the policy relating to finance limits but 

a new model policy had recently been received from OCC.  Therefore, Dr South’s 

policy will be reviewed again to reflect OCC’s revised model policy. Governor Q: 

What limits had been agreed?  A: Procurement limits remained the same i.e. HM can 

authorise payments up to £5k whilst Katie can authorise payments up to £500.  Other 

higher limits will be as per HCC/ OCC’s model policy. 

- Terms of reference (item 23/15) – TF had updated the Terms of Reference for all 

committees and saved the documents on the Governor Hub.   ACTION: LM to send 

Governor Hub login details to all governors. There was discussion about whether it 

was useful to have a password protected portal for storage of Governor documents.  It 

was agreed that it would be useful to have a password protected area on the new 

website, that only Governors had access to.  ACTION: MN to consider a Governor 

area. 

- Sports Funding  Report (item 23/15) – had been discussed at the T&L committee 

and was now available on the website. 

- New Ofsted Framework (item 23/15) – PB had circulated the Framework after the 

previous FGB meeting but it was noted that the Framework has now been updated. 

- Letter to parents re: new assessment framework (item 24/15) - Parent meetings, at 

which Levels will be discussed, will take place on 3
rd

 March. ACTION: HM to draft 

a letter re: Levels by 8th February and TF to refine letter. Letter to be sent out 

before half-term (13
th

 February).  The letter will include reference to the scrutiny 

and marking benchmarking exercise. PB will be in school on 1
st
 and 3

rd
 March as 

part of the scrutiny exercise. 

- ‘Assessment without Levels’ briefing paper & final report (28/15) – had been sent 

to all Governors. 

- Safeguarding audit – HM had met with EC and areas identified for improvement 

were being followed up. 

- H&S schedule (item 29/15) – HM had circulated the schedule of H&S visits to all 

Governors and PB had undertaken a H&S walkaround.  

- Article in newsletter re: website – HM had invited parents to provide thoughts on 

the website in the school newsletter. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LM 

 

 

 

MN 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HM/TF 

 

 

40/15 Headteacher’s Report: Had been circulated in advance of the meeting.   

 Governor Q: How is the assessment of Foundation children undertaken? A: The 

baseline assessment of pupils was undertaken in September, with periodic 

assessments undertaken thereafter.  HM is meeting with Helen Prud’homme to 

understand pupil’s progress and ensure children are on track. The Nursery follow the 

‘Development Matters’ Framework for children aged 0-60 months. 

Leadership & Management: HM explained that L&M is at least good as provision and 

outcomes for the children continue to be strong.  However, HM explained that it is hard to 

prove outstanding progress and attainment with the change in assessment and thus 

reporting was cautious.  

 Q: What is the plan for enabling outstanding progress to be qualified? A: HM 

explained that the priority was for the school to embed the new framework; by the end 

of the year it will be possible to qualify ‘leadership and management’.  

 Q: Is any problem envisaged in embedding the new framework?  A: Teaching staff 
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are used to levels, and with the old levels knew instantly what standard children were 

working at.  However, with the new statements, teachers need to consider a child’s 

progress in more depth; this takes more time.  HM said that teaching is easier if it is 

clear where children need to get to.  However, this is not currently straightforward.  

Last year the new curriculum was being taught but without levels; now at least the 

new levels match the curriculum which is making teaching easier in that respect.   

 Q: Governors noted that all teaching from ‘established teachers’ was at least good, 

but asked what the position was for NQTs.  A: HM reported that new teachers would 

struggle to be rated good immediately, but that a robust package of support would be 

put in place to enable such teachers to reach a good standard of teaching very quickly. 

Interventions are in place to support those teachers and ensure that the progress of 

pupils is not impacted.  PB will be monitoring teaching through the scrutiny exercise.   

 Q: What steps are being taken to address absence and punctuality? A: HM reported 

that it had been challenging getting the approach with parents right e.g. the SENCo 

had approached parents of pupils with persistent absence to understand how the 

learning of those pupils could be supported at home.  However, this had created 

strained relationships.  It was noted that one child’s attendance had increased from 

81% to 100% which suggests that the interventions are working.  The School will 

continue to try different approaches to addressing the issues. 

 Q: How do Governors know that the assessment by teachers is accurate.  A: 
External assessors visit the school to validate results and report on their findings e.g. 

Fiona Craig, Louise McGinty, Francis Bartlett. In addition, HM is a former Ofsted 

Inspector and PB undertakes scrutiny visits e.g. to review writing progress.  HM also 

reminded Governors that whilst Governors cannot themselves assess teaching, they 

are welcome to accompany him on observations and understand how assessments are 

undertaken; Governors should approach HM if they wish to do this. 

Governors reported that where they had visited the school, they had noticed a very 

positive atmosphere and excellent interactions with both internal and external staff.  HM 

undertakes a ‘Learning Walk’ around the school every day.  

41/15 Action Plan Review: The Action Plan had been circulated in advance of the meeting.  

Mid-year reviews are now taking place and Governors had each been assigned 

responsibility for reviewing specific areas and talking with the appropriate teachers to 

ensure that all areas are being addressed:  

1. To improve standards and progress in writing: AL/ MO will work with staff (e.g. 

the literacy co-ordinator) to discuss marking, to scrutinise books etc. 

2. To raise standards and progress of children with additional needs (SEN).: PB/ 

AL. 

3. To improve children's attendance and punctuality: AG /TE. HM reported that 

certificates will be awarded at half term to those pupils with 100% attendance. It was 

noted that pupils should not be unduly penalised as punctuality and attendance 

responsibilities lie with parents. 

4. To improve the efficiency of the school: TF/ MN will evaluate the impact of the 

recent office changes etc. 

5. To complete the development of the new curriculum: PB/ MO/ AG.  

ACTION: Governors to report back on all actions at the 3
rd

 March FGB meeting. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

All 

42/15 Governor training feedback: 
- MO and AG had attended Governor induction training. 

- CM, SP and AG had attended Financial Planning training. 

- AG and MO are attending safeguarding training in February 2016. 

- PREVENT training – Governors were reminded that they need to submit their 
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certificates to HM to confirm that they have undertaken online PREVENT training.   

ACTION: All Governors to submit PREVENT training certificates. 
PB circulated a letter from the Oxfordshire Governor Association which included details 

of a forthcoming OGA Open Meeting and other key information e.g. the letter highlighted 

cuts to the ESG funding formula. 

 
All 

43/15 Academy discussion. There was discussion about the Academy meeting that had 

preceded the FGB meeting, with a number of questions raised: 

Q: Does the FGB want the Academy Working Group to continue their research?  A: 
The FGB agreed that the Group should continue their work. 

Q: Does the FGB feel that they now have enough information about Academies to 

inform future decisions? A:  Governors need to consider each question that the Academy 

Working Group had raised and establish whether these have all been adequately 

addressed. ACTION: MO to collate questions and answers and circulate to the FGB 

for comment/ refinement. 

It was agreed that a decision needed to be made quickly regarding whether the school 

should register its interest in becoming an Academy (registering interest has no 

conversion commitment or budgetary implications); the FGB agreed that momentum 

needs to be maintained.  It was generally felt that if the school did become an Academy 

this should be in partnership with the Oxfordshire Diocesan School Ttrust (ODST) rather 

than with a senior school. 

There was discussion about the consultation that would be required with parents; the 

vocabulary to be used will be important i.e. this is not about changing into an Academy 

and changing the character of the school, but about changing the way that services are 

administered.  ACTION: TE to draft text to reflect this, for use in future 

communications.   

Q: Is the consultation about trying to convince parents of a particular way forward or is 

it about seeking views? A: It is a genuine consultation about getting views.  The 

consultation process will need to be well managed as Governors reported that some 

schools had faced complications with conversion due to an inappropriate consultation 

process. 

Governors considered that the finance aspects had been the biggest potential barrier/ 

concern regarding conversion e.g. there could be legal costs associated with land 

ownership aspects.  However, the ODST had confirmed that converting to an Academy 

would be cost neutral for the school; any costs over £25k are covered by the Diocese. 

It was noted that if the school does convert then this will have significant HR and budget 

implications; HM will therefore need to take this into account in future months i.e. the 

school cannot enter into longer term commitments to buy-in HR support. 

ACTION: Academy Working Group to circulate information to the FGB by 11
th

 

February and report back to the  March FGB.  A decision to be taken by the end of 

April regarding registering interest in converting to an Academy.   

The Academy Working Group were thanked for their excellent work. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MA/ All 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

TE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Academy 

Group/ 

All 

44/15 AOB: None.                              Meeting closed at 8.45pm  

 Dates of next meetings:FGB - Thursday 3
rd

 March 2016 at 7.00pm 

T&L – Tuesday 1
st
 March 2016 at 3.30pm   FPP – Thursday 3

rd
 March at 9.15am 

 

 


